
 
WooCommerce Webshop Product Setup 

 
Woocommerce Plugin is a subscription service by ICRTouch, please contact BCR to upgrade your Touch 
Office Web Subscription to Include Webshop, once the subscription is activated an API key will be 
provided to make the service work. 
 
Wordpress Install 

1. Download the Woocommerce plugin here  
2. From the Wodrpress menu choose “Plugins” and press “add new”, then select “Upload Plugin”. 

Choose the zip file you have just downloaded and press install now. 
3. Once installed you will see the ICRTouch Connect plugin in the plugins section. Press “Activate” 
4. From the wordpress menu select “settings” and “ICRTouch Connect” 
5. Simply enter your API key supplied by BCR here. 
6. From Wordpress menu select “products” you will see an extra column to the right of your product 

list called ICRTouchPLU, click on a product  and inside product data there is an editable field 
ICRTouchPLU - simply enter the PLU number that corresponds with your product in the EPos 
system to link them. 

7. For the stock to syncronise with the EPos system the corresponding PLU in the EPoS system will 
need to have “Maintain Stock” switched on, BCR will sort the EPoS side of the till. 

 

 

http://bcr.wales/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/WooCommerce.zip


 
For the stock figures to upload you will need to set the stock figures on your PLU’s on the tills and set the 
“Maintain Stock” flag to “YES”. This is set via “Program 3” -> “PLU” -> “PLU” -> (Select a product you 
wish to enter stock for). The stock figures for all PLU’s set to “Maintain Stock” will be uploaded to the 
cloud when the till is started and any subsequent sales on the terminal will upload to the website. The 
webshop (woocommerce) will then get the latest stock figures from here. 
 

 
The ICRTouchPLU setting must be configured on all PLU’s on the webshop that you wish to link with 
TouchPoint. The ICRTouchPLU number can be set under “General” settings for normal products. Or 
under the variation options for products with different sizes or colours etc. In addition the ICRTouchPLU 
numbers are now shown on the main products page on the website in an extra column. 
 
 
Standard Products 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Variation Products 
Variation products are products which have been assigned multiple attributes i.e. different sizes of Pizza 
or different flavoured toppings etc. When a product becomes a variable product the ‘ICRTouchPLU’ 
attribute is no longer assigned to the main product but instead it is assigned to each variation so different 
sized Pizzas for example can refer to different PLU numbers on the TouchPoint Terminal. 

 
 
In this example we have a Cheese Tomato and Onion Pizza with 3x different sizes for Small, 
Medium and Large. Each of these different sizes has been configured with different PLU 
numbers to refer to the products on the till. 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 
All Products 
The main product page will show all of the ICRTouchPLU numbers currently assigned to a 
product. Variable products will show each product separated by a “|” separator. 
 

 
 
The stock will now be syncronised with the EPoS system and be shown and editable in your 
back office system Touch Office Web. 


